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In this post, so that not everything is crowded, and because meaningful replies and extremely valuable posts have been lost in the volume, I will include and organize posts so that everyone can read this all at once.

What is important is that now, with all these posts, our people are informed not only in case of a specific viral outbreak, but also have knowledge in regards to personal preparation, for any event. Few if any conversations have existed before on that and it was necessary to have access to such knowledge and information.

Please do inform on any relevant topics that we can add here for further reference. These can be news articles, videos, or other information such as replies or advice given that was missed.

Feel free to distribute this everywhere you can as a means of Internet Warfare as well.

People have to become informed on the Jewish Globalism and the ramifications this has financially, in the health and well-being of humanity, and how this is a major worldwide problem that was intended to bring many countries to their knees.

[Last Update, April 2nd 2020]

On the future and potential ramifications in China [such as financial]:

Why Doing RTR's is a Life and Death Matter: Astrology For Year 2020-2021 by HP Hooded Cobra 666

China 2020 by HPS Maxine:
Dangers of the future by HP Hooded Cobra 666 [How the virus may escalate]:

World Highly interconnected Financially with China:


So The Coronavirus Is Escalating In Europe [Ongoing thread through the whole pandemic]

Political Situation, Jewish Plotting - Abusing the Co-VID Emergency

China Is Lying About The Death Toll by Forum Member

Jews Destroying Civilization, Economy, World... Over "CoVID"...To Protect The Elderly...LOL - HP Hooded Cobra 666

Looking Past "Co-Vid As A Pandemic" Into The Political Aspect

Jews Smear Campaign Against Chinese People Over Co-VID Pandemic? - by HP Hooded Cobra 666

Preparation Advice:

Preparedness 27 January by HPS Maxine:

Preparedness 28 January by HPS Maxine:

Preparedness 30 January by HPS Maxine:
Stocking Up by HPS Maxine:

Outbreak Advice:

Information and Advice Thread In Case Of Viral Outbreak by HP Hooded Cobra 666:

Staying Alive: Crisis Survival Guide by johnson_akemi

Staying Alive: Avoiding Wuhan Coronavirus Infection Guide by johnson_akemi:

FAQ / Answers:

Is The Virus A Hoax? No, it's not a hoax - Political reactions on it are certainly questionable [Whole thread]

How many people have actually died? Is the data we are given correct?

How is the situation in Wuhan?

How can we get family members to be prepared for incidents like this if they don't listen?

Are the jews trying to attempt to start another type of version of an artificial famine like they have done in the past?

How can we interact with our dogs in case of an epidemic such as this?
[BEAR IN MIND, THERE IS CONFLICTING EVIDENCE IN REGARD TO IF DOGS CAN BE INFECTED BY THE VIRUS!]
A dog in Hong Kong tests positive for the coronavirus, WHO officials confirm by Cuore Nordico

Full prepper mode? Not really.

Being prepared is NOT that expensive:

How did the Communist leadership of China deal with the incident?

Event 201 and Global Outbreak planned? By Jack:

China reports Another Outbreak: Bird Flu Outbreak by Cuore Nordico:

**Important Information / General Information / Jew Exposure:**

The posts below are extremely important and need to be read.

YEAR OF THE RAT by HPS Maxine [On the connection of this incident with the Bubonic Plague]:

Plagues, Diseases, and Multiculturalism, Ethic-Bioweapons by HP Hooded Cobra 666

Coronavirus Vaccination and More on the Coronavirus by HPS Shannon

Coronavirus is an enemy attack [On the Jewish Kabbalistic background of the virus] by a Forum Member:

Predictive programming on the Coronavirus/Epidemics on (((Hollywood movie))) in 2011 by Wotan Warrior:
Wuhan Chinese Citizen and Insider Information by Cuore Nordico [See Communism in Action]:

Comparison of Influenza of 1918 and Coronavirus by Salary Slave:

Dr. Francis Boyle Creator Of Bio-Weapons Act Says Coronavirus Is Biological Warfare Weapon

Coronavirus Bioweapon – How China Stole Coronavirus From Canada And Weaponized It
https://greatgameindia.com/coronavirus-bioweapon/

Hubei Doctors Warn Of Even-Deadlier Coronavirus Reinfection Causing Sudden Heart Attacks

It’s Official Corona Virus Is Man Made Bio Weapon by a Forum Member

Corona Virus tops 1000 dead in 3 weeks by Jack:

Israeli scientists developing a coronavirus vaccine - COHENCIDENTALLY THEY WERE PREPARED! - by DawidOrionite

**Important Articles:**

Million infected 50k dead 49 crematoriums 1200 burned daily - CHINA LIES ABOUT DATA by SatAchives
Coronavirus Triggers "Biggest Shock" To Oil Markets Since Lehman Crisis - News Article By Jack

Coronavirus Outbreak Deepens Its Toll on Global Business

South Korea; Christian cult members over half of the Coronavirus infected

Spiritual Measures / Health Measures:

Health Working by Lydia

Oral Health Basic and Prepping by Norse 88

Revealing Videos:

Revealed: Coronavirus is China’s biowarfare program?
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=QqBTfQwrWGs
[Note: Link is no longer available]

Coronavirus - The Lies and the Truths
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=QqBTfQwrWGs
[Note: Link is no longer available]

Death toll from coronavirus on the rise
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7uhhttps://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7uh5D_O9Ipw5D_O9Ipw

WUHAN PEOPLE SCREAMING FROM THEIR OWN HOMES AT NIGHT! NIGHTMARE
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=BNS7c-oPftg&feature=youtu.be
[Note: Link is no longer available]

Jews were already "Prepared" - (((Of course))))
Israeli scientists: 'In a few weeks, we will have coronavirus vaccine'  
https://www.jpost.com/HEALTH-SCIENCE/Israeli-scientists-In-three-weeks-we-will-have-coronavirus-vaccine-619101

Startup Israel tackles coronavirus with chutzpah and innovation  

Israeli Company's Antiviral Face Masks Are Headed to Hong Kong to Combat the Deadly Coronavirus  
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=oX_XBI7IYYY

Israel's involvement into the Virus, Jews KNEW about Coronavirus  

**Late February Coronavirus News and Posts [17th February and later]**

Jews Trying To Spread Coronavirus in India [and other replies on Italy, India, Greece]  

Chinese Communist Party Knew About Coronavirus weeks earlier but lied [CONFIRMED]  
https://time.com/5785115/xi-jingping-lead-covid-19/

People dying and vanishing after reporting the Coronavirus in China  

Coronavirus (COVID-19) Update #1: Guo Wengui on how it all started by Chinese Analyst  
https://web.archive.org/web/20200313105504/https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=It2ZbXv1x2g

Trump FURIOUS as People Infected With Coronavirus FLOWN BACK TO THE US, Do They Want a Plague?  
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jT9wcaqDpLs&app=desktop
[Note: Link is no longer available]

**Early March Coronavirus News and Posts [Late February and later]**
$2.5 Trillion Wiped Out As World Stocks Crash Most Since 2008, By Jack

Situation in Italy After Coronavirus [Numerous posts from numerous members]

Coronavirus Escalating in Israel [shared by jbkbmz] -

Coronavirus in Africa

Early April Coronavirus News and Posts [Late March and Later]:

White House Predicts Up To 200,000 U.S deaths, Millions Of Cases by Jack

Democrats keep cockblocking Trump trying to bail everyone out by Jack - [The Vote passed, but the horrible politics should reveal the carelessness about the populace...]

Coronavirus mutates into deadly strain,15 mil may die in best case scenario according to Australians By Jack

Is the Coronavirus Crash Worse than the 2008 Crash?

Coronavirus deals China's economy a 'bigger blow than global financial crisis'

Life After The Coronavirus Hits:

Shocking footage inside Corona Virus Outbreak in China 02 -
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=CALVivYytPY
[Note: Link is no longer available]
Latest figures on Coronavirus don't add up
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2c69ZMtoaA4

Italy Quarantines 16 Million people

"Mainstream" Live counters:

John Hopkins University
https://coronavirus.jhu.edu/map.html

World Counters
https://www.worldometers.info/coronavirus/
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